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In June 2021 ‘The Fungal Wall’, made by artist Lizan Freijsen 

opened in the only microbial ‘zoo’ in the world, namely ARTIS-

Micropia in Amsterdam. 

The Fungal Wall is inspired by the morphology of lichens and

fungal cultures and resonates between the hidden beauty of 

these organisms that goes largely unnoticed by the public. Its 

monumental, visually overwhelming extrapolation is installed at 

the back wall of the museum. This work, hand tufted in wool, is the 

result of a collaboration between three Dutch institutes, namely 

Micropia, the Textile Museum in Tilburg and the Westerdijk Fungal 

Biodiversity Institute in Utrecht, NL.

The making of ‘The Fungal Wall’ resulted in a short movie, made by 

Marieke van der Lippe that compares the growth of fungal cultures 

with the production of the hand tufted carpets. The fascinating 

time lapse images of fungal growth used in this movie were made 

by artist-photographer Wim van Egmond in close collaboration 

with Westerdijk scientists Jan Dijksterhuis, Jos Houbraken en Teun 

Boekhout. Both artwork and film are on show for the next 10 years.

lizanfreijsen.com

wimvanegmond.com

mariekvanderlippe.nl

micropia.nl

textielmuseum.nl

wi.knaw.nl



yellow fungi / yellow fungi carpet

carpets on frame textile museum >



sun fungi / sun carpet

pink fungi / pink carpet

hester onijs, hand tufter at textile museum >



carpets on frame textile museum >

fungi in brown / brown carpet

green fungi /green carpet



installation the fungal wall, left part >

blue grey fungi /blue grey carpet



carpets at the textile museum >

white fungi / white carpet



tufting frame with surface 4-8 m

fabrica tapetes beiriz PT



the fungal wall, installation in artis-micropia

amsterdam 2021



installation at object rotterdam



clover leaf carpet

production lady carpet II by hester onijs >



chalk drawings on studio wall 



tuft frame with carpets & drawing >chalk drawing



greenmoss carpet in 2 parts in lisser art museum, 2021 pastel carpet 



corner moss in red & rectangle for counter bodies, de achtertuin rotterdam



LIZAN FREIJSEN (Rotterdam, NL) is inspired by forms of decay 

in our daily environment. Making time visible and reading back in 

cyclical processes is a lifelong fascination.

In the hectic pace of daily life, Freijsen transforms slow,

organic growth processes into moments of reflection.

She produces hand tufted carpets based on chalk drawings and 

moisture stains to provide interiors with softness and meaning.

For more information and visual material or contact :

 mail@lizanfreijsen.com

+31 (0)6 290 671 06

ART ROTTERDAM, NL=US gallery, 1 - 4 July 2021

Counterbodies, Chrysalid Gallery, Rotterdam, 1 - 4  July 2021

MASTERLY, Salone del Mobile, Italy  5 - 10 September 2021

GLUE, design in Amsterdam, 17 - 19 September 2021

Groot Atelierweekend Rotterdam, 24 - 26 September 2021




